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1. Introduction 
   Coal mining in Japan fell into depression since about 1953 because Japanese 
coal can not compete with imported petroleum in respect of utility, price and so on. 
In order to prevent the collapse of coal mining industry, the national government 
adopted the rationalization  policy('),  (2), or "scrap and build policy". Along  this. 
policy less efficient collieries were closed and more efficient ones were aided to 
improve the management. This policy started in 1955 and was reinforced in 1959. 
In the process of rationalization, there were decrease of workers and closure of 
collieries. Depression of coal mining brought various problems, for example, 
unemployment problem in coal producing regions. The government could not leave 
the destitution of the coal producing regions. Coal Producing Regions Develop-
ment Act was promulgated in 1961 and was applied to  Joban in the next year. 
Main purpose of this act is to bring up new industries taking the place of  coal 
mining, to say more concretely, to attract manufacturing. In the coal producing 
regions, rationalization of coal mining and promotion of manufacturing are carried 
out at the same time and various changes are taking place under such a political and 
economic background. The author intends to report on the changes of  Joban reg-
ion as an example of coal producing regions, through the change of industrial 
composition since 1960. 
   Establishment Census of Japan is used as data. In this census, establish-
ments mean those which are under private management, and the number of 
employees includes managers. The number of employees is used in this paper  as. 
the index of an industry. In other words, increase and decrease of number of 
employees correspond to enlargement and reduction of the industry, respectively. 
The survey area is the  Joban Region designated by the Coal Producing  Regions 
Development Act. 
2. Industries in  J5ban Region 
   Coal producing regions are considered as depressed regions but  employment
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ment and creates more chances of employment. Of course, employment is also 
created by government offices, establishments of public enterprises and so on. 
The employment in  Joban increased fundamentally because the manufacturing 
expanded over the reduction of coal mining and also because other industries, 
especially the tertiary industries, expanded supported by the development of 
 manufacturing. 
   In this paper, the author classifies the establishments with 49 and less 
employees as small scale ones, establishments with 50-299 employees as medium 
scale ones, and establishments with 300  and over employees as large scale ones. 
As is shown in Table 2, an overwhelming majority of establishments in  Joban are 
small scale. From the analysis of the establishments, it is noticeable that the 
number of employees of large scale establishments decreased and that the ratio 
of small and medium scale establishments is raised. This trend was chiefly 
resulted from depression of coal mining. As is shown in Table 4, 12 collieries which 
were classified as large scale establishments were closed and 8,725 employees 
decreased.
3. Coal mining industry 
   Decline of coal mining was the most remarkable change in recent times. 
As mentioned above, depression involved not only small and medium scale 
collieries but also large scale ones. Some large trusts which had  ,large scale 













Fig. 2 Distribution of  total employees in 1960 and in 1966.
   In a short time of six years from  196() to 1966, 46 collieries were closed and 
10,306 employees decreased  (Table 3). According to other data, number of 
persons discharged was 23,115, but number of persons newly employed was  only 
13,304 in the period from 1961 to 1966 (Table 6). 
   Labor market in coal mining is limited. Firstly, more than half of persons 
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not in large scale collieries but in small and medium scale ones that most of these 
persons worked before. Persons who left large scale collieries have comparatively 
many opportunities to find employment in other industries(2). Secondly, coal 
mining does not attract young persons newly graduated from junior high schools
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Fig. 3 Distribution of employees of coal mining in 1960 and in 1966.
and high schools. The average age of workers rose from 34 years and 10 months in 
1960 to 39 years and 7 months in 1965. Coal is one of important energy resources 
that Japan can support herself, but the present state of coal mining does not  appeal 
to young generation. 
   70% of persons who left collieries experienced unemployment and 35% of 
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  * Period from March to December , 1964 
 ** Persons newly graduated from high schools and junior high schools , most of 
   whom were graduated from junior high schools. 
   Table 8. Number of persons discharged at collieries by reason of discharge
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the greatest victims of depression and rationalization. Number of persons; 
discharged by rationalization fluctuates every year. This was brought by closure 
of large scale collieries. 
   Areal changes of coal mining are shown in Fig. 3. The municipalities in which 
more than 1,000 employees decreased are  Joban-shi, Yoshima, Nakoso,  UchigO 
and Kita-ibaraki. Although number of employees in coal mining industry 
decreased, total number of employees scarcely changed in  Joban-shi, and the work-
ing population in manufacturing and service industries was almost doubled. In 
Yoshima, number of total employees was reduced to a half but the number in 
construction and manufacturing industries increased. Closure of collieries caused 
reduction of commerce and service industry. In Nakoso, conspicuous expans-
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 ion of construction and manufacturing industries resulted in the increase of number 
 of total employees. In Kita-ibaraki, number of total employees did not change, 
because reduction of coal mining was offset by expansion of construction and 
manufacturing industries. In this way, the decline of coal mining influenced the 









Fig. 4 Distribution of employees of manufacturing in 1960 and in 1966.
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4.  Manufacturing industry 
 Joban is in a favorable location for the development of manufacturing. It  is= 
situatednear Keihin industrial belt. Manufacturing was already well developed 
before coal mining fell into depression, and while the latter was in depression, the 
former was prosperous as a whole. In 1964, New Industrial City Construction Act 
was applied to  Joban-Koriyama Region. This act aims to construct new regional 
centers of manufacturing. The area of the New Industrial City in  Joban Coal 
Producing Region is shown in Fig. 1. Accordingly, industrialization is promoted 
by two regional plans, that is, Coal Producing Regions Development Plan and the 
Construction Plan of New Industrial City. Based on these plans, various  measures 
are taken by national and local governments in order to improve the conditions of 
industrial location. In the first place, public fund is invested in construction  and 
readjustment of roads, ports, industrial water works, land for industrial use and 
so on. In the second place, enterprises are treated favorably in finance and taxation. 
Through Coal Producing Regions Development Corporation, national fund is. 
chiefly invested in land readjustement for industrial use and is loaned to enter-
prises as cost of equipment or as working fund. Table  9-11 shows achievements of 
this corporation in  Joban. The development plan is aimed not only to promote 
industrialization itself but also to create opportunities of employment by  industri-
alization. 
   Factories are concentrated in central and southern parts of  Joban (Fig. 4). 
Chemical industry develops at Onahama Port and in its environs. In Iwaki, 
chemical industry came up to 71.9% of manufacturing in 1966. It is  expected_ 
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Table 11. Construction of industrial estates as of March  31,1967  (1,  000  yen,
Industrial estates Factories newly located Cost of land readjustment
3 7 487,398
 Source  : Coal Producing Regions Development Corporation
 that  Onahama littoral industrial area will develop still more with readjustment of 
port facilities. 
    Hitachi is an industrial center of southern part and has the greatest number 
 .of employees in manufacturing among the municipalities in Joban Coal Producing 
Region. In 1966, manufacturing in Hitachi accounted for  39.4% of manufacturing 
 in  Joban, and in Hitachi, electric machine and appliance industry accounted  35.7% 
 of manufacturing. There are factories of Hitachi Seisakusho Co. in Hitachi and 
this is one of monopolistic enterprises in electric machine and appliance industry in 
Japan. Both in Iwaki and Hitachi, there is no colliery but there is highly  develop-
ed manufacturing.
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13. Number of employees by scale 
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    Main branches of manufacturing in  Joban are electric machine and appliance, 
food, lumber, chemical, ceramic and non-ferrous metal industries (Table 12). 
The branches of industry which recorded increase of more than 1,000 employees in 
the period from 1960 to 1966 are lumber, food,  miscellaneous, fabricated metal, 
chemical, electric machine and appliance and ceramic industries (Table 13). It 
was light industries that played an important role in the increase of the number of 
employees. Fabricated metal industry expanded conspicuously, too. Its propor-
tion was only 2.2% in 1960 but became 4.0% in 1966. The number of employees 
in chemical industry increased in large scale factories. In the case of electric 
machine and appliance industry, the number of employees decreased in large scale 
factories but increased in medium and small scale factories. Most of small and 
medium scale factories of electric machine and appliance industry are subcontract 
factories which manufacture parts of electric machines and appliances. Therefore, 
Table 13 shows that subcontract factories raised their relative importance.  26.6 
   The number of employees in small and medium scale manufacturing was 
                                i% % and16.3% in1960,but in1966 becamekg and 21.4%, respectively.  41. 
large scale manufacturing, the number of employees increased only by 
Such an enlargment of small and medium scale manufacturing resulted mainly 
from enlargement of light industries, because most factories of the light industries 
were small and medium scale, and from enlargement of small and medium 
scale electric machine and appliance industry. The number of employees decreased 
in large scale electric machine and appliance industry.
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5. Summary 
   Recent changes of industrial composition in  Joban Coal Producing Region are 
summarized as followed. 
   (1) Depression and rationalization caused drastic changes in the industrial 
composition in some parts of  Joban, such as Yoshima. But total number of 
employees increased because during this period the manufacturing and other 
industries were enlarged enough to cover the reduction of coal mining. 
   (2) Small and medium scale establishments raised their ratio. This  was. 
resulted from closure of large scale collieries and enlargement of small and 
medium scale manufacturing. 
   (3) Industrialization was promoted by national and local governments. At 
present, as above mentioned, small and medium scale manufacturing are enlarged 
faster than large scale one. This is due to the development of light industries such 
as food, lumber, miscellaneous and ceramic, and reduction of large scale electric 
machine and appliance industry.
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